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WHITE
INSPIRED BY PURITY

White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, 
clearing obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing 
obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

W HI T E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  P U R I T Y

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Snow White 1005

Pearl White 1025

Frost White 9210

Natural Cream 9103Bold Cream 9702Pure White 9902 G

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing 
obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

W HI T E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  P U R I T Y

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Snow White 1005

Pearl White 1025

Frost White 9210

Natural Cream 9103Bold Cream 9702Pure White 9902 G

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown may vary due to limitations of the printing process and lighting changes, as such we recommend requesting a production 
sample.
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BLACK & GREY
INSPIRED BY MYSTERY

Grey is formal, conservative, sophisticated, and timeless. As grey moves closer to black, the more dramatic and 
mysterious it becomes.

Black is the absence of colour and can be elegant and prestigious. It is authoritative and powerful; evoking strong 
emotions and is often associated with mystery, strength and sophistication.

Grey is formal, conservative, sophisticated and timeless. As grey moves closer to black, the more dramatic and 
mysterious it becomes. 

Black is the absence of colour and can be elegant and prestigious.  It is authoritative and powerful; evoking strong 
emotions and is often associated with mystery, strength and sophistication.

B L AC K  &  GR E Y
I N S P I R E D  B Y  M Y S T E R Y 

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes 
we recommend requesting a production sample.

Rune Grey 1740Subtle Grey 1715 Crux Grey 9504

Riddle Grey 1255 Thriller Grey 1266

G

Formal Black 1295

Enigma Black 9130

G

Monument Grey 1270

Cool Grey 9304

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing 
obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

W HI T E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  P U R I T Y

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Snow White 1005

Pearl White 1025

Frost White 9210

Natural Cream 9103Bold Cream 9702Pure White 9902 G

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown may vary due to limitations of the printing process and lighting changes, as such we recommend requesting a production 
sample.
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GREEN
INSPIRED BY NATURE

Green is the colour of life, renewal, nature, and energy, and is associated with meanings of growth, harmony, 
freshness, safety, fertility, and environment.

It has healing power and is understood to be the most restful and relaxing colour to the human eye. Green can 
help enhance vision, stability and endurance whilst enlightening renewal, growth, and hope.

White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing 
obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

W HI T E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  P U R I T Y

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Snow White 1005

Pearl White 1025

Frost White 9210

Natural Cream 9103Bold Cream 9702Pure White 9902 G

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown may vary due to limitations of the printing process and lighting changes, as such we recommend requesting a production 
sample.

Green is the colour of life, renewal, nature, and energy, and is associated with meanings of growth, harmony, 
freshness, safety, fertility, and environment. 

It has healing power and is understood to be the most restful and relaxing colour to the human eye. Green can help 
enhance vision, stability and endurance whilst enlightening renewal, growth, and hope.

GR E E N
I N S P I R E D  B Y  N AT U R E 

Fresh Green 1510

Grass Green 1580

Leaf Green 1520 Lime Green 1555

Park Green 1588 Pine Green 1595

Forest Green 1599 G

Spring Green 1540

Energy Green 1590

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
 Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes 

we recommend requesting a production sample.

 No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G
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BLUE
INSPIRED BY SERENITY

Blue represents both the sky and the sea, and is associated with open spaces, depth, freedom, intuition, 
imagination, and sensitivity.

It has positive effects on the mind and the body. As the colour of the spirit, it invokes rest and can cause the body 
to produce chemicals that are calming and exude feelings of tranquility. Blue helps to slow human metabolism, is 
cooling in nature, and helps with balance and self-expression.

Blue represents both the sky and the sea, and is associated with open spaces, depth, freedom, intuition, imagination, 
and sensitivity.

It has positive effects on the mind and the body. As the colour of the spirit, it invokes rest and can cause the body to 
produce chemicals that are calming and exude feelings of tranquility. Blue helps to slow human metabolism, is cooling 
in nature, and helps with balance and self-expression.

B L UE
I N S P I R E D  B Y  S E R E N I T Y 

Coral Blue 1410

Bay Blue 9107

Harbour Blue 9207

Deep Sea Blue 1495 Lake Blue 1490

Reef Blue 1420

Horizon Violet 1480

Sky Blue 1430

Marine Blue 1460

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
 Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes 

we recommend requesting a production sample.

 No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

G

White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing 
obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

W HI T E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  P U R I T Y

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Snow White 1005

Pearl White 1025

Frost White 9210

Natural Cream 9103Bold Cream 9702Pure White 9902 G

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown may vary due to limitations of the printing process and lighting changes, as such we recommend requesting a production 
sample.
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YELLOW
INSPIRED BY CONFIDENCE

Yellow is the colour of sunshine, hope, and happiness; representing freshness, positivity, clarity, energy, 
optimism, enlightenment, and joy.

It can be warm, cheerful, increase mental activity and energy, and help activate the memory, encourage 
communication, enhance vision, build confidence, and stimulate the nervous system.

Yellow is the colour of sunshine, hope, and happiness; representing freshness, positivity, clarity, energy, optimism, 
enlightenment, and joy.

It can be warm, cheerful, increase mental activity and energy, and help activate the memory, encourage 
communication, enhance vision, build confidence, and stimulate the nervous system.

Y E L L OW
I N S P I R E D  B Y  C O N F I D E N C E 

Spirit Yellow 1110

Poise Yellow 1120

Cool Yellow 1125 Sunshine Yellow 1135

Golden Yellow 1160

Bright Yellow 1140

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
 Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

 No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing 
obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

W HI T E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  P U R I T Y

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Snow White 1005

Pearl White 1025

Frost White 9210

Natural Cream 9103Bold Cream 9702Pure White 9902 G

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown may vary due to limitations of the printing process and lighting changes, as such we recommend requesting a production 
sample.
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ORANGE
INSPIRED BY WARMTH

Orange; the colour of warmth, heat and sunshine, is associated with meanings of enthusiasm, success, 
encouragement, change, determination, health, stimulation, enjoyment, and fascination.

It is stimulating, vibrant, and flamboyant and is said to help aid decision making.

Orange; the colour of warmth, heat and sunshine, is associated with meanings of enthusiasm, success, 
encouragement, change, determination, health, stimulation, enjoyment, and fascination.

It is stimulating, vibrant, and flamboyant and is said to help aid decision making.

ORANGE
I N S P I R E D  B Y  WA R M T H

Sunrise Orange
1150

Brimstone Orange
9011

Desert Orange
1145

Sunset Orange 
1155

Bright Orange
1190

Outback Orange
1180

G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
 Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

 No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing 
obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

W HI T E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  P U R I T Y

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Snow White 1005

Pearl White 1025

Frost White 9210

Natural Cream 9103Bold Cream 9702Pure White 9902 G

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown may vary due to limitations of the printing process and lighting changes, as such we recommend requesting a production 
sample.
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RED
INSPIRED BY COURAGE

Red; the colour of blood and fire, is assertive, daring, determined, energetic, powerful, enthusiastic, impulsive, 
exciting; representing physical energy, lust, passion, and desire.

It symbolizes action, confidence, and courage whilst being linked to the most primitive physical and emotional 
needs of survival and self-preservation.

Red; the colour of blood and fire, is assertive, daring, determined, energetic, powerful, enthusiastic, impulsive, 
exciting; representing physical energy, lust, passion, and desire. 

It symbolizes action, confidence, and courage whilst being linked to the most primitive physical and emotional needs 
of survival and self-preservation.

RE D
I N S P I R E D  B Y  C O U R A G E

Noble Red 1690 Power Red 1686 Rose Pink 1620

Royal Pink 1640

Gallantry Red 1685Poppy Red
1677

Audacity Red 1630

Anzac Red 
1670

G Fortitude Red 1684 G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
 Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes 

we recommend requesting a production sample.

 No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing 
obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

W HI T E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  P U R I T Y

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Snow White 1005

Pearl White 1025

Frost White 9210

Natural Cream 9103Bold Cream 9702Pure White 9902 G

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown may vary due to limitations of the printing process and lighting changes, as such we recommend requesting a production 
sample.
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BEIGE & BROWN
INSPIRED BY ELEGANCE

Brown; the colour of earth, wood, stone, wholesomeness, reliability, elegance, home, and honesty. It is a natural, 
neutral colour that is typically associated with the seasons of autumn and winter.

The colour brown represents steadfastness, simplicity, friendliness, dependability, and health.

Brown; the colour of earth, wood, stone, wholesomeness, reliability, elegance, home, and honesty. It is a natural, 
neutral colour that is typically associated with the seasons of autumn and winter.

The colour brown represents steadfastness, simplicity, friendliness, dependability, and health.

B E IGE  &  B R OW N
I N S P I R E D  B Y  E L E G A N C E

Opulent Beige 1320 Ornate Brown 1350

Cultured Grey Brown
1283

Classic Beige 1310 Elegant Brown 9108

Majestic Brown 1370

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
 Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

 No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing 
obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

W HI T E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  P U R I T Y

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Snow White 1005

Pearl White 1025

Frost White 9210

Natural Cream 9103Bold Cream 9702Pure White 9902 G

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown may vary due to limitations of the printing process and lighting changes, as such we recommend requesting a production 
sample.
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METALLIC
INSPIRED BY BRILLIANCE

Metallic represents extravagance, wealth, riches, and excess. Metallic finishes can be either bright and cheerful or 
sombre and traditional, and are often associated with royalty, love, compassion, and courage along with grandeur, 
prosperity, sparkle, glitz, and glamour.
Metallic represents extravagance, wealth, riches, and excess. Metallic finishes can be either bright and cheerful or 
sombre and traditional, and are often associated with royalty, love, compassion, and courage along with grandeur, 
prosperity, sparkle, glitz, and glamour. 

ME TA L L IC
I N S P I R E D  B Y  B R I L L I A N C E 

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.

Silver Pearl Metallic  
4730

Silver Metallic
9601

Medium Bronze 
Metallic 4344

Antique Gold Metallic 
4145

Satin Brown Metallic 
4370

Maserati Grey 
Metallic 4277

Silver Ice Metallic  
9701

Bronze Metallic  
9308

Dark Grey Metallic  
9137

Champagne Metallic 
9205

Smoke Silver Metallic 
9134

Gold Metallic
4150

White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing 
obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

W HI T E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  P U R I T Y

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Snow White 1005

Pearl White 1025

Frost White 9210

Natural Cream 9103Bold Cream 9702Pure White 9902 G

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown may vary due to limitations of the printing process and lighting changes, as such we recommend requesting a production 
sample.
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Modscape utilised 422 individualised triangular Vitrabond panels which were laser-cut and installed in varying 
directions; each panel taking on a different light achieving an almost illuminating effect. 

The finished project showcases the vibrant and contemporary ideals of the future of the Merrifield community.

M E RR IF IE L D  D I S P L AY  C E N T R E
S M O K E  S I LV E R  M E TA L L I C  913 4 

L O C AT I O N :
D E S I G N  &  C O N S T R U C T :

P R O D U C T :

Mickleham, VIC
Modscape
Vitrabond

 No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Tangerine Metallic  
4190

Blue Grey Metallic  
4420

Green Metallic 
4540

Jade Metallic 
9031

Dark Brown Metallic 
4375

Copper Metallic 
9809

Satin Black Metallic  
5292

Asteroid Pearl 
Metallic 4380

White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing 
obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

W HI T E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  P U R I T Y

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Snow White 1005

Pearl White 1025

Frost White 9210

Natural Cream 9103Bold Cream 9702Pure White 9902 G

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown may vary due to limitations of the printing process and lighting changes, as such we recommend requesting a production 
sample.
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WOODCREATE
INSPIRED BY CREATION

Wood of the same species, even growing side by side, is affected differently by the climate and elements required 
for growth. These factors combine to create the distinctive beauty of characteristics like grain and colour 
variations, along with distinctive markings such as streaks and knots.

To allow nature’s creations to be enhanced to their full potential, Fairview has developed a vast range of finishes 
that incorporate natural beauty and a distinctive appearance, derived from the inherent qualities & characteristics 
of wood itself.

WO O DC R E AT E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  C R E AT I O N 

Wood of the same species, even growing side by side, is affected differently by the climate and elements required 
for growth. These factors combine to create the distinctive beauty of characteristics like grain and colour variations,  
along with distinctive markings such as streaks and knots. 
To allow nature’s creations to be enhanced to their full potential, Fairview has developed a vast range of finishes that 
incorporate natural beauty and a distinctive appearance, derived from the inherent qualities & characteristics of wood itself.

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Vintage Walnut 8340 Ascot Teak 8385

Iron Gum 8700Majestic Alder 8399

Rustic Pine 8310Soft Bamboo 8100

Noble Bloodwood 8650

American Pine 8330

Elegant Teak 8355

Classic Oak 8300

Unique Beli 8320

Polished Rengas 8395

White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing 
obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

W HI T E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  P U R I T Y

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Snow White 1005

Pearl White 1025

Frost White 9210

Natural Cream 9103Bold Cream 9702Pure White 9902 G

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown may vary due to limitations of the printing process and lighting changes, as such we recommend requesting a production 
sample.
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NATURALINE
INSPIRED BY ELEMENTS

Natural metal finishes are significantly increasing in popularity and being widely used in many applications in the 
building industry, generally to magnify rather than diminish the appearance of any imperfections.

Elements are chemically the simplest substances and hence cannot be broken down using chemical methods. 
Elements can only be changed into other elements using nuclear methods. Some elements have been known for 
thousands of years, and who originally discovered them remains a mystery…

Fairview have produced a selection consisting of natural metals as well as imitation finishes, distinctive enough to 
provide a generous palette of colours to compliment the final appeal of your product and project, so the ability to 
mix ‘n match becomes very easy.

AUTHENTICAU T H E N T IC

N AT UR A L INE
I N S P I R E D  B Y  E L E M E N T S 

Natural metal finishes are significantly increasing in popularity and being widely used in many applications in the 
building industry, generally to magnify rather than diminish the appearance of any imperfections.

Elements are chemically the simplest substances and hence cannot be broken down using chemical methods. 
Elements can only be changed into other elements using nuclear methods. Some elements have been known for 
thousands of years, and who originally discovered them remains a mystery…

Fairview have produced a selection consisting of natural metals as well as imitation finishes, distinctive enough to 
provide a generous palette of colours to compliment the final appeal of your product and project, so the ability to  
mix ‘n match becomes very easy.

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Natural Copper
5160

Sonoma Red Zinc
5650

Gannett Green Zinc
5500

Stainless Steel 
Opaque 5755

Onyx Black Zinc
5280

G2 G2Stainless Steel  
Mirror 5800

Smokey Blue Zinc
5400

Glacier Grey Zinc
5700

G2

White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing 
obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

W HI T E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  P U R I T Y

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Snow White 1005

Pearl White 1025

Frost White 9210

Natural Cream 9103Bold Cream 9702Pure White 9902 G

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown may vary due to limitations of the printing process and lighting changes, as such we recommend requesting a production 
sample.

SY N T H E T IC

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Zinc Blush
5600

Zinc Charcoal
5260

Zinc Light
5790

Corten
5360

Zinc Dark
5220

Anodised Mirror
5801

Anodised Brush
5845

Anodised Clear
5860 5720

Anodised Brushed
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SYNTHETICSY N T H E T IC

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Zinc Blush
5600

Zinc Charcoal
5260

Zinc Light
5790

Corten
5360

Zinc Dark
5220

Anodised Mirror
5801

Anodised Brush
5845

Anodised Clear
5860

White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing 
obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

W HI T E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  P U R I T Y

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Snow White 1005

Pearl White 1025

Frost White 9210

Natural Cream 9103Bold Cream 9702Pure White 9902 G

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown may vary due to limitations of the printing process and lighting changes, as such we recommend requesting a production 
sample.

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.           Not available on G2.G G2

Fairview were chosen to supply Vitrabond composite panels for the $20 million project overhaul of the existing Carrara 
Gardens Golf Course facility to create a world-class, state of the art, one-stop sporting complex on the Gold Coast, 
using the latest technology available for professional sports people.

The 12-hectare Carrara Gardens site has been built to be operationally friendly and as open and transparent as 
possible and is expected to be the host venue for the opening and closing ceremonies for the Gold Coast 2018 
Commonwealth Games.

C A RR A R A  G A R D E N S
A N O D I S E D  M I R R O R  5 7 2 0  A N D  S I LV E R  M E TA L L I C  9 6 01

L O C AT I O N :
A R C H I T E C T :

B U I L D E R :
P R O D U C T :

Nerang, Gold Coast
Shiro Architects
Alder Constructions
Vitrabond

Brushed Gold
2100

Brushed Black
2295

Brushed Silver
2200

Brushed Copper
5150

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.           Not available on G2.G G2

Fairview were chosen to supply Vitrabond composite panels for the $20 million project overhaul of the existing Carrara 
Gardens Golf Course facility to create a world-class, state of the art, one-stop sporting complex on the Gold Coast, 
using the latest technology available for professional sports people.

The 12-hectare Carrara Gardens site has been built to be operationally friendly and as open and transparent as 
possible and is expected to be the host venue for the opening and closing ceremonies for the Gold Coast 2018 
Commonwealth Games.

C A RR A R A  G A R D E N S
A N O D I S E D  M I R R O R  5 7 2 0  A N D  S I LV E R  M E TA L L I C  9 6 01

L O C AT I O N :
A R C H I T E C T :

B U I L D E R :
P R O D U C T :

Nerang, Gold Coast
Shiro Architects
Alder Constructions
Vitrabond

Brushed Gold
2100

Brushed Black
2295

Brushed Silver
2200

Brushed Copper
5150
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SPARKLING
INSPIRED BY THE GALAXY

A galaxy is an oasis in space; a culmination of stars, dust and gas held together by gravity. Each galaxy represents 
illumination; its beauty inspires and amazes.

Through wonder and extravagance, sparkling colours help bring peace of mind and pleasure to the soul, and are 
often associated with illumination, charm, glamour, magic and wisdom.

A galaxy is an oasis in space; a culmination of stars, dust and gas held together by gravity. Each galaxy represents 
illumination; its beauty inspires and amazes. 

Through wonder and extravagance, sparkling colours help bring peace of mind and pleasure to the soul, and are often 
associated with illumination, charm, glamour, magic and wisdom.

SPA RK L ING
I N S P I R E D  B Y  T H E  G A L A X Y 

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

 No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Sparkling Red
7650

Sparkling Dark Grey
7250

Sparkling White  
7010

Sparkling Titanium
7260

Sparkling Black
7295

Sparkling Green
7500

GG

G

Sparkling Blue
7470

Sparkling Light Grey 
4725

G

White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing 
obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

W HI T E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  P U R I T Y

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Snow White 1005

Pearl White 1025

Frost White 9210

Natural Cream 9103Bold Cream 9702Pure White 9902 G

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown may vary due to limitations of the printing process and lighting changes, as such we recommend requesting a production 
sample.
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CHROMATIC
INSPIRED BY LUXURY

Luxury symbolises prestige, quality and status. Items such as luxury cars represent quality equipment, better 
performance, precise construction, breathtaking speed and superior comfort.

The Chromatic range provides the appeal, depth and richness of quality finishes required of only the most stunning 
architectural projects.

Luxury symbolises prestige, quality and status. Items such as luxury cars represent quality equipment, better 
performance, precise construction, breathtaking speed and superior comfort.

The Chromatic range provides the appeal, depth and richness of quality finishes required of only the most stunning 
architectural projects.

C HR OM AT IC
I N S P I R E D  B Y  L U X U R Y 

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Chromatic Jungle 
Green 7550

Chromatic Ocean 
Blue 7490

Chromatic Galaxy 
Silver 7290

Chromatic Ice 
Gold 7090

Chromatic  
Lighthouse Blue 7440

Chromatic Honey 
Gold 7170

Chromatic Sunset 
Purple 7430

Chromatic Antique 
Gold 7160

Chromatic Avatar 
Green 7510

Chromatic  
Fluorescent Violet 7480

Chromatic Rustic 
Bronze 7350

Chromatic Diamond 
Purple 7450

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

G

White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing 
obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

W HI T E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  P U R I T Y

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Snow White 1005

Pearl White 1025

Frost White 9210

Natural Cream 9103Bold Cream 9702Pure White 9902 G

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown may vary due to limitations of the printing process and lighting changes, as such we recommend requesting a production 
sample.
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White can represent a successful beginning. In heraldry, white depicts faith and purity.

It affects the mind and body by aiding in mental clarity, promoting feelings of renewal, assisting in cleansing, clearing 
obstacles and clutter, and encouraging the purification of thoughts and actions.

W HI T E
I N S P I R E D  B Y  P U R I T Y

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times.
Colours shown are as accurate as possible, however due to the limitations of the printing process and lighting changes we recommend requesting a production sample.

Snow White 1005

Pearl White 1025

Frost White 9210

Natural Cream 9103Bold Cream 9702Pure White 9902 G

No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Disclaimer: Please note that size restrictions may apply to finishes listed with no MOQ’s, and thus could still be affected by lead times. 
Colours shown may vary due to limitations of the printing process and lighting changes, as such we recommend requesting a production 
sample.

The design of the $4.3 million Northern Cancer Patient Support Centre, fosters the image and delivery of service 
with a strong focus on the human elements. The design seeks a non-institutionalised environment, fostering healing 
according to the concept of holistic treatment of the individual with treatment of the mind, body and soul.

N ORT H E RN  C A NC E R  S UP P ORT  C E N T R E
C H R O M AT I C  T I G E R  718 0 

L O C AT I O N :
A R C H I T E C T :

B U I L D E R :
P R O D U C T :

Launceston, TAS
ARTAS Architects
Premium Constructions
Vitrabond

 No minimum order quantity required.           Minimum order quantity required.          Gloss.G

Chromatic Aztec 
Gold 7150

Chromatic Tiger 
Orange 7180

Chromatic Sahara 
Copper 7190

Chromatic Ancient 
Red 7690

G G GG
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AUSTRALIA / NEW ZEALAND / UNITED KINGDOM

SALES ENQUIRIES 1800 007 175 HELPDESK.AU@FV.COM.AU

MAY 2020 

DISCLAIMER

While the information provided relating to Fairview Architectural products is true to the tests and measures available to us, the information 
provided in this article is general in nature only and does not constitute project-specific building, construction or fire-safety advice. Before acting 
on any information on this document, you should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard to your project parameters and 
requirements. Fairview products are deemed suitable or compliant after approval from building and construction professionals associated with 
specific projects and developments. If you’d like some further insight about this topic, contact Fairview on 1800 007 175 or email  
helpdesk@fv.com.au. We’re here to see how we can help.


